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ABSTRACT
Dynamic creating of objects and processes as one of the widely used

techniques for developing models does not support by the majority

of model checking tools. In addition, although there exist fewmodel

checking tools which support dynamic creation of model elements,

e.g. Spin, they do not provide a property language for presenting

the behavioral speci�cations of dynamically created elements. In

this paper, we address this shortage and provide proper support for

the model checking of object-based models which contain dynamic

object creation. To this aim, we propose LeeTL, a new temporal

logic that supports quanti�cations over model objects. Using LeeTL,

it is also possible to traverse objects to access the variables of the

objects for de�ning property formulas. We propose an algorithm for

transforming LeeTL formulas to Büchi automata to be able to use

the existing model checking tools which support Büchi automata.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Model checking [2] has been successfully applied to high level

modeling languages (e.g., Promela [10], Rebeca[16]) and program-

ming languages (e.g., JPF [8], Erlang [1]). However, there is limited

support for model checking of systems with dynamically created

elements (processes, actors, etc.). �e problem with model checking

of such systems is usually with the property speci�cation language
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which must support referring to dynamically created elements as

well as quanti�cation over sets of such elements. An example would

be: at every state during the computation, if there is an instance

of process P with its local variable i set to one, eventually, all in-

stances of process Q will have their local variables j set to zero.

�e widely used temporal logics for model checking, like Linear

Temporal Logic (LTL) and Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [2], do

not provide any means for specifying this type of properties.

�ere are some a�empts for extending temporal logics to support

analysis of these systems. As one of successful a�empts to this

aim, Bandera Speci�cation Language (BSL) [3] is proposed for the

model checking of Java programs. BSL provides a mechanism for

de�ning universal quanti�cations over instances of classes. �is

was deemed necessary by the authors of BSL, since, objects are

created dynamically in Java programs. Java programs also can

bene�t from JPF for model checking [9] of their dynamic behaviors.

Claudia et. al. in [4] did the same for the model checking of object

oriented models which are developed in Promela. In case of Erlang,

although dynamic creation of elements (as the key feature in Erlang

programs) is supported by McErlang [9], there is no formalism for

specifying properties which address dynamically created elements

of programs.

In this paper, we propose Linear entity-enumerating Temporal

Logic (LeeTL) as an extension of LTL for specifying properties of

abject-based systems with dynamic object creation (Section 3). We

also show how the LTL model checking algorithm can be adapted

for model checking of LeeTL formulas using a transformation to

an extension of Büchi automata (Section 4). To this end, we de-

�ne a semantic framework for the high level modeling languages

which can be model checked against LeeTL formulas. �is way,

the applicability of the proposed algorithm covers a wide range of

object-based modeling and programing languages (Section 2).

To illustrate the applicability of this approach, we have used it

for model checking of the actor based modeling language, Rebeca
[14] (Section 6). �e case studies carried out demonstrate the use-

fulness of the proposed logic to analyze class-based languages with

dynamic object creation.

2 LEETL COMPATIBILITY SEMANTIC
FRAMEWORK (LCSF)

Prior to proceeding to the presentation of the formal syntax and

the semantics of LeeTL, we introduce LeeTL Compatibility Semantic
Framework (LCSF) which is a semantic framework used to describe
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the semantics of class-based modeling languages, o�ering the prim-

itives needed for LeeTL model checking. In the following, we refer

to the dynamically created elements in the language as ‘objects’.

But in general, the method is not limited to the object-oriented mod-

eling style and the notions of ‘class’ and ‘object’ can be replaced by

‘process type’ and ‘process’ (encapsulating local variables).

To use LCSF, the language designer must specify the operational

semantics of the language in terms of labeled transition systems,

and provide four other elements to enable LeeTL model check-

ing. We �rst describe the labeled transition system (LTS) notation

(borrowed from [2]).

For a given model, its underlying LTS is denoted by TS =
(S, s0,Act ,→,AP ,L) where S is the set of states, s0 is the initial

state, Act is the set of action, and→ is the transition relation. AP is

the set of atomic propositions and L : S → 2
AP

is a labeling func-

tion associating labels with the states. Note that the interpretation

of states, actions, and transitions are determined by the language

semantics and is out of scope of LCSF. �e set of atomic proposition

may include do�ed expressions de�ned as follows.

In a language with dynamically created objects, the object iden-

ti�ers are not known statically, hence the only way to refer to

an object is to navigate through the references among the ob-

jects. As common in the programming languages, the expression

mathClass.teacher.age refers to the age of the teacher of the

math class object (whose ID is known statically). If the language

supports arrays of object references, more complex expressions may

be formed, e.g., mathClass.student[i].grade. Since our method

is language independent, we assume the language designer speci-

�es the set of all syntactically valid do�ed expressions in a model,

denoted by DExpr . Furthermore, since these expressions are to be

used in atomic propositions, a function eval : DExpr × S → Vals
must be provided to evaluate a given do�ed expression in a given

state. �e result may be an object or a primitive value, or a col-

lection of objects. �e set Vals includes all possible values of the
mentioned types.

With the above de�nitions, we can use do�ed expressions in

atomic propositions. For example, we can have p = person1.aдe <
person2.aдe as an atomic proposition in AP . �en, p ∈ L(s ) if and
only if eval (person1.aдe, s ) < eval (person2.aдe, s ).

Additionally, we assume that the set of all class identi�ers is

denoted byCID and the set of all object identi�ers is denoted byOID.
Note that, objects may be removed during a transition from one

state to its successors. We assume that once an object is removed

from the model in a state, there is no object with the same id in the

successor states of that state.

�is way, to enable LeeTL model checking, one must provide the

semantics of amodel in LCSF as the tuple (TS,CID,OID,DExpr, eval)
according to the modeling language semantics.

3 LEETL
Temporal logics, including LTL and CTL, are e�ectively used for

specifying the desired properties of object-based models with static

con�guration. Atomic propositions of these properties, as the prim-

itive building blocks of temporal logic formulas, are de�ned using

identi�ers of objects. In case of systems with dynamically created

objects, this approach does not work, as the number of objects and

their identi�ers cannot be speci�ed prior to the execution of the

model. In this section, we propose LeeTL as a property language

which considers the requirements of systems with dynamically

created objects.

3.1 Syntax of LeeTL
LeeTL formulas over the set AP of atomic propositions are formed

according to the following grammar:

φ F true | a | ¬φ | © φ | φ1 ∧ φ2 | φ1U φ2 |

∀v ∈ DExpr · φ | ∃v ∈ DExpr · φ

DExpr FID ·DExpr | ID

where a ∈ AP . As mentioned before, LeeTL is an extension of

LTL which is enriched by two binding terms ∀v ∈ DExpr · φ and

∃v ∈ DExpr · φ. A given formula ∀v ∈ expr · φ or ∃v ∈ expr · φ
binds all occurrences of v in φ. An LeeTL formula in which all

occurrences of all variables are bound is a closed LeeTL formula.

We only consider closed formulas in this paper. For the sake of

simplicity, we also assume that in a nested LeeTL formula, the

variables of quanti�cations are identical. In addition, Even though

the syntax above allows variables and do�ed expressions to be

given to predicates as parameters, the semantics of LeeTL (given in

Section 3.2) ensures that only members of Vals are actually input

to predicates. In other words, in the speci�cation of a predicate, it

is not necessary to account for variables and do�ed-expressions.

3.2 Semantics of LeeTL
LeeTL formulas as extensions of LTL formulas, stand for properties

of paths. �is means that a path can either ful�ll a LeeTL formula

or not. In a given transition system TSM = (SM , sM0
,ActM ,→M

,APM ,LM ) a path is de�ned as an in�nite sequence of states

〈sM0
, sM1

, sM2
, · · · 〉 where (si ,ai , si+1) ∈→M . �e semantics

of a LeeTL formula is de�ned by the binary relation |= (satis�es),
which maps a path (of a model) to a LeeTL formula. Assuming

π = 〈sM0
, sM1

, sM2
, · · · 〉 is a path, the following set of rules de-

�nes |= relation. Note that in the following rules we use πi to
address sub-path 〈sM i , sM i+1, sM i+2, · · · 〉 and AP (sM ) to address
the set of atomic propositions which are assigned to the state sM .

• π |= a ⇔ a ∈ AP (sM0
)

• π |= ¬φ ⇔ ¬ (π |= φ)
• π |= φ1 ∧ φ2 ⇔ π |= φ1 ∧ π |= φ2
• π |= ©φ ⇔ π1 |= φ
• π |= φ1U φ2 ⇔ ∃j ∈ N0 · πj |= φ2 ∧ ∀i < j · πi |= φ1
• π |= ∀v ∈ DExpr · φ ⇔ ���eval (sM0

,DExpr )��� > 0 ∧ ∀ OID ∈
eval (DExpr, sM0

) · π |= φ[OID/v]
• π |= ∃v ∈ DExpr ·φ ⇔ ���eval (sM0

,DExpr )��� > 0∧∃ OID ∈
eval (DExpr, sM0

) · π |= φ[OID/v]

In the two last items, the expression φ[OID/v] denotes a copy of

φ in which all of the occurrences of the variable v are replaced by

OID.
Having the syntax and semantics of LeeTL, we can de�ne addi-

tional equivalences and operators such as true ≡ φ ∨ ¬φ, false ≡
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¬true , ♦φ ≡ true U φ, �φ ≡ ¬♦¬φ, φWψ ≡ (φUψ ) ∨ (�φ), and
φRψ ≡ ¬ (¬φU¬ψ ).

4 LEETL TO UTGBA TRANSFORMATION
As mentioned before, LeeTL is designed for the purpose of speci-

�cation and model checking of systems with dynamically created

elements. So, a�er proposing syntax and semantics of LeeTL for-

mulas, we have to propose a model checking algorithm for these

formulas. To this end, we decided to propose a transformation algo-

rithm from LeeTL formulas to büchi automata to use the standard

LTL model checking algorithm instead of proposing a new model

checking algorithm for LeeTL.

For the standard LTL model checking, at the �rst step, the büchi

automaton of a given LTL formula is generated. �en, the pro-

duction of the büchi automaton with the state space is performed.

Following the same approach, we have to transform a given LeeTL

formula φ to an Unaccepting Transition-based Generalized Büchi

Automaton (henceforth UTGBA) UTGBA(φ), at the �rst step. �e

de�nition of UTGBA is based on the de�nition of TGBA, given in

[7]. �en, produce the production of this UTGBA to a state space.

But, unfolding the two binding terms ∀ and ∃ of a LeeTL formula

and transforming them into states and transitions of a UTGBA

requires some information about the number of the existing objects

in the current state of its corresponding model. So, UTGBAs can

not be generated without taking state spaces into account.

To over come this di�culty, our approachworks in an on-demand

and on-the-�y fashion (described in Section 4.1.2). In our approach,

all the states and transitions of UTGBAs are generated lazily (i.e.

with respect to the current states of models), except for the initial

state. Starting from the initial state of a UTGBA and a state space,

production of the initial states are computed then the successor

states of both of the initial states are generated. �e production

of the successor states is performed the same as the initial states.

�is way, all of the reachable states of a UTGBA can be created

according to the states of its corresponding model.

4.1 Preliminaries
4.1.1 UTGBA. A UTGBA is a kind of büchi automaton that its

acceptance condition is de�ned based on its transitions. Formally,

a UTGBA is a tuple utgba = (S, s0,Act ,→,U ) where:

• S is a set of states,

• s0 ∈ S is the initial state,

• Act is a set of action labels (de�ned in an application-

speci�c manner),

• →⊆ S × 2Act × S is a transition relation,

• U ⊆ 2
→

is a set of sets of unaccepting transitions.

An execution e = 〈w0,w1, · · · 〉 of utдba is an in�nite sequence

over alphabet →. �e execution e is accepting if and only if for

each u ∈ U , in�nitely o�en times there is j ∈ N such thatw j < u.
Subsequently, a path π = 〈s0, s1, · · · 〉 over alphabet S is accepted
by utдba if and only if there exists an accepting execution e =
〈(s0, l0, s1), (s1, l1, s2), · · · 〉 in utдba.

4.1.2 Styles, Entities, and Assumptions. First of all, for sake of
simplicity, the proposed algorithms of this section are presented

in the object-oriented style: objects with local data variables (i.e.

�elds) are used. Also, methods may be invoked on objects, in the

conventional sense. Additionally, in order to reduce the visual

clu�er in the pseudo-code, we pre�x local variables of objects with

“@” character (thus, @var is the short form this.var as used in

typical object oriented languages), and pre�x the global variables

in the algorithm using “#” character.

Many entities, such as transitions, are conveniently treated as

objects in the algorithm. However, we will only focus on two key

object types, namely UbaState and Uba�anti�erState. UbaState

represents normal UTGBA states, and contains the following local

variables:

unexpandedSuccessor an unprocessed UbaState that acts

as a temporary placeholder for the actual successors of this

state (which may not have yet been calculated.)

transitions the set of outgoing transitions of this UbaState

toBeDone the set of formulas that must hold at this state,

but are yet to be processed

next the set of formulas that must hold at all successors of

this state

literals the set of literals that must hold at this state

quanti�ers the set of formulas encountered in the process-

ing of this state whose root operators are LeeTL quanti�er

operators

untilsToSatisfy the set of formulas encountered in the pro-

cessing of this state whose root operators areU operators

rightsOfUs the set of formulas encountered in the process-

ing of this state that are the right operands ofU operators

processed the set of formulas encountered in the processing

of this state, used solely in our proof of correctness, and

thus removable

Objects of type Uba�anti�erState are corresponding to the

on-demand rewriting of LeeTL quanti�er operations into normal

LTL operations. Except for the unexpandedSuccessor and transi-
tions �elds, Uba�anti�erState contains all of the local variables of

UbaState, in addition to the following:

active�anti�er the quanti�cation operation formula that

this state is responsible for rewriting

We also assume that there are two global sets #storedStates and
#stored�anti�erStates which store all processed UbaStates and all

�nalized Uba�anti�erStates, respectively. Both sets, are initially

empty and they are used to prevent the generation of duplicate

states. �is helps reducing the size of the generated UTGBAs.

For a given LeeTL formula φ, the initial UbaState s0 is generated
and s0.next is set to {φ} and s0 is added to #storedStates. �en, the

production of the UbaState s0 to the initial state of the state space

can be computer. Starting from s0, all of the states of the UTGBA
which correspond to φ must be created using expand method, as

described below.

4.2 Expand Method of Uba�anti�erStates
Expandmethod of Uba�anti�erStates is implemented by rewriting

the active quanti�er of the state into a form that does not use the

active quanti�er. �is rewriting is performed according to the

semantics of LeeTL: if the active quanti�er is a universal quanti�er,

then the rewri�en version is a conjunction of formulas, unless the
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set of involved objects is empty, in which case, the rewri�en version

is simply “true”.

Similarly, the rewri�en version of a existential quanti�er is either

a disjunction of formulas, or simply false in case the set of involved

objects is empty.

As a result, a UbaState state is generated that the values of its

state variables are the same as that of the Uba�anti�erState and

the value of its toBeDone variable is set to the rewri�en formula.

�is state is returned as the result of invoking the expand method.

4.3 Expand Method of UbaState
�e expand method, takes one formula out of @toBeDone at a time

and processes it, until @toBeDone is empty, at which point the

�nalization stage of the state begins. �e following two subsections

describe how formulas in @toBeDone are processed, and how a

fully processed UbaState is �nalized.

Listing 1: �e expand method, used by UbaState
1 method expand(modelState, outputTrans [default=∅]) {

2 if (@toBeDone == ∅)

3 finalize(modelState, outputTrans)

4 else

5 processAFormula(modelState, outputTrans)

6 }

Because of the on-the-�y nature of the proposed transformation

approach, when a UbaState s is created, fully processed, �nalized,

and added to #storedStates, its set of outgoing transitions is still not

calculated. In which case, a transition to an unprocessed UbaState

(which is not in #storedStates) is used as a temporary placeholder

for future outwards transitions of s . �is, unprocessed state is

called the unexpanded successor of u. When the transitions method

is invoked on u for the �rst time, the processing of the unexpanded

successor is triggered by invoking the expand method on it. �e

result of the expansion of the unexpanded successor is the set of

outgoing transitions of u, which u will store and simply return in

response to future invocations of the transitions method.

In order to process a formula φ from @toBeDone, as previously

mentioned, we will �rst remove it from @toBeDone. �en φ is

added to @processed, since it will soon be processed. At the next

step, if φ is found to be the right operand of any Until modality

encountered in the algorithm, then φ needs to be added to @right-

sOfUntils. �is is necessary, since, as will be shown later, in the

�nalization stage, the @rightsOfUntils and @untilsToSatisfy �elds

are used in the calculation of unaccepting sets.

How φ is further processed depends on whether it is simply a

literal or not, and if not, on the root operator of the formula: If φ is

a literal, it is simply added to @literals, and the processing of φ is

�nished. Otherwise, if φ = ©µ, then it is enough to add µ to @next.

Similarly, if the root operator of φ is quanti�cation, φ is just added

to @quanti�ers.

In case φ = µ ∧ψ , both µ and ψ are added to @toBeDone for

further processing. In all of the above cases, we will next re-invoke

the expand method on this state, so that either another formula

will be processed, or the �nalization stage will be entered.

�e case when φ = µ ∨ψ is a bit more involved: this UbaState

is split into two. Each split is identical to this state. We add µ to

the toBeDone of one split, whileψ is added to the toBeDone of the

other. Next, the expand method is called on both splits, the result

of each of which is a set of transitions. �e union of the two sets is

returned by this UbaState as the result of the expansion.

If φ = µUψ , �rst, φ is added to @untilsToSatisfy. �en, φ is

rewri�en as ψ ∨ (µ ∧ ©φ) and simply added to @toBeDone. If,

on the other hand, φ = µRψ , it will be enough to rewrite it as

(ψ ∧ ©φ) ∨ (µ ∧ψ ) and add the rewri�en version to @toBeDone.

�e pseudo code of this algorithm is depicted in Listing 2.

Listing 2: �e processAFormula method, used for UbaStates
1 method processAFormula(modelState, outputTrans) {

2 φ = take a formula from @toBeDone

3 @toBeDone = @toBeDone \ {φ}
4 @processed = @processed ∪ {φ}
5

6 if (φ is the right operand of an until)

7 @rightsOfUs = @rightsOfUs ∪ {φ}
8

9 if (φ is a literal)

10 @literals = @literals ∪ {φ}
11 else if (φ = µ ∧ψ )

12 @toBeDone = @toBeDone ∪ {µ, ψ }

13 else if (φ = ©µ)
14 @next = @next ∪ {µ}
15 else if (φ is a quantifier formula)

16 @quantifiers = @quantifiers ∪ {φ}
17 else if (φ = µ ∨ψ ) {

18 create n1 & n2 as exact copies of this node

19 n1.toBeDone = n1.toBeDone ∪ {µ}
20 n2.toBeDone = n2.toBeDone ∪ {ψ }

21 return n2.expand(modelState, n1.expand(modelState,

outputTrans))

22 } else if (φ = µUψ ) {

23 @untilsToSatisfy = @untilsToSatisfy ∪ {φ}
24 @toBeDone = @toBeDone ∪ {(µ ∧ ©φ ) ∨ψ }

25 } else if (φ = µRψ )

26 @toBeDone = @toBeDone ∪ {(ψ ∧ ©φ ) ∨ (µ ∧ψ )}

27

28 expand(modelState, outputTrans)

29 }

Once the toBeDone �eld of a UbaState u is empty, it enters the

�nalization stage, wherein a new transition will be created, depicted

in Listing 3. If there are no formulas in u.quanti�ers, the destination
of the newly created transition will be a UbaState. Otherwise, the

destination will be a Uba�anti�erState.

In case u.quanti�ers is empty, we will add u to #storedStates and

use it as the destination of the transition, unless there is already

a UbaState u ′ in #storedStates such that u and u ′ are equal (two
UbaStates are equal if their next �elds contain the same formulas), in

which case, we will simply useu ′ as the destination of the transition,
without adding u to #storedStates. �is ensures that no duplicate

states are created. If no u ′ is found to equal u, it is also necessary

to build an unexpanded successor for u. All of the unexpanded
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successor’s �elds will be empty, except for its toBeDone �eld which

will be set to u.next.

Listing 3: �e �nalization method, used for UbaStates
1 method finalize(modelState, outputTrans) = {

2 if (@quantifiers == ∅) {

3 u′ = find this in #storedStates

4 if (u′ was found)

5 newTransition = new Transition(labels ⇐ @literals,

destination ⇐ u′)
6 else {

7 @unexpandedSuccssor = new UbaState

8 @unexpandedSuccssor.toBeDone = @next

9

10 #storedStates = #storedStates ∪ {this}

11 newTransition = new Transition(labels ⇐ @literals,

destination ⇐ this)

12 }

13 unacceptingSets = {unaccepting set of µUψ | µUψ ∈
@untilsToSatisfy and ψ < @rightsOfUs}

14 foreach unacceptingSet in unacceptingSets

15 unacceptingSet = unacceptingSet ∪ {newTransition}

16 } else {

17 uqState = this state as a UbaQuantifierState

18 uqState.activeQuantifier = an arbitrary member of

@quantifiers

19 q′ = find uqState in #storedQuantifierStates

20 if (q′ was found)

21 newTransition = new Transition(labels ⇐ ∅,

destination ⇐ q′)
22 else {

23 storedQuantifierStates = storedQuantifierStates ∪

{uqState}

24 newTransition = new Transition(labels ⇐ ∅,

destination ⇐ uqState)

25 }

26 }

27 outputTrans = outputTrans ∪ {newTransition}

28 return outputTrans

29 }

Finally, it is necessary to add the transition to the unaccepting

sets to which it must belong. Note that for formulas containing

until modality (henceforth until formulas) ever encountered in the

algorithm, we consider a corresponding unaccepting set to exist.

As shown in the pseudo-code, the set of unaccepting sets this tran-

sition will belong to is the set of unaccepting sets corresponding to

until formulas in u.untilsToSatisfy whose right hand operands do

not exist in u.rightsOfUntils. �is ensures that, in the constructed

UTGBA, executions in which certain until formulas are never satis-

�ed (i.e. the right operand of the until modality never occurs) will

not be considered accepting executions.

Let us now consider the case when u.quanti�ers contains formu-

las. In this case, the destination of the transition will be a Uba�an-

ti�erState. Furthermore, it will not be necessary to include the

transition in a set of unaccepting sets or to annotate the transition

with a set of literals.

As the �rst step, a Uba�anti�erState version q of u will be cre-

ated: all of the �elds of q are set to the values of their corresponding
�elds fromu. �en, since q.quanti�ersmight contain more than one

quanti�er formula, an arbitrary member of q.quanti�ers is chosen
as the active, or main, quanti�er of q. As will be shown in Section

4.2, it is this active quanti�er formula that will be rewri�en when

the transitions method is invoked on q.
At this stage, similarly to the case of an empty u.quanti�ers, it is

necessary to ensure that no q′ in #stored�anti�erStates already

exists such that q and q′ are equal.
Two Uba�anti�er states, such as q and q′ are considered equal,

if their next, toBeDone, quanti�ers, literals, untilsToSatisfy and

rightsOfUntils �elds are equal. If q′ is found, then q is dropped and

q′ is used as the destination of the transition. Otherwise, q is added

to #stored�anti�erStates and used as the destination.

5 PROOF OF CORRECTNESS
�e proof in this section is based on [6]. �eorem 5.1 establishes

the correctness of the LeeTL to UTGBA translation algorithm.

Theorem 5.1. UTGBAu = (S, D, ∆, q0, U ) constructed for LeeTL
formula φ accepts exactly the same paths that satisfy φ.

Proof. Lemmas 5.5 and 5.10 prove the two directions of this

theorem. �

Let t = (source, labels, dest) ∈ ∆ be a transition, modelState is
its corresponding state in the state space of a system, and s be

the unexpandedSuccessor in whose finalize method is created,

then, in the following lemmas, ∇(t ) denotes the value of s .processed
at the moment s begins the �nalize method and is referred to as

the nabla of t. Also, labels(t ) denotes labels, while next (t ) denotes
dest.next. Finally, recall that if π = x0x1x2... is a path, then πi
denotes xixi+1xi+2....

Lemma 5.2. If e = t0t1t2... is an execution of UTGBAu and µUψ ∈
∇(t0), then one of the following holds:

(1) ∀i > 0 : {µ, µUψ } ⊆ ∇(ti ) andψ < ∇(ti )
(2) ∃j > 0 : ∀ 0 ≤ i < j : ψ ∈ ∇(tj ) and {µ, µUψ } ⊆ ∇(ti )

Proof. Immediately from the algorithm. (Speci�cally, refer to

line 22 of Listing 1.) �

In the above lemma, if e is an accepting execution, then only the

second case is possible. �e �rst case, de�nes an execution in which

a�er µUψ is seen in the nabla of a transition t ,ψ is never seen. �is

causes all transitions occurring a�er t to be in the unaccepting set

UµUψ ∈ U that corresponds to µUψ (see lines 13 to 15 of listing 3).

�us, based on the de�nitions in Section 4.1.1, such an execution

can not be accepting, and only the second case is possible.

Let transitions of the form (q0, l ,d ) of a UTGBA u, where q0 is
the initial state of u, be called the initial transitions of u.

Lemma 5.3. For each initial transition t of the UTGBA created for
the LeeTL formula φ, we have φ ∈ ∇(t ).

Proof. Immediately from line 4 of Listing 1. �

LetΞ = {l0, l1, ..., ln } be a set of literals, then∧Ξ = l0∧l1∧ ...∧ln .
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Lemma 5.4. If e = t0t1t2... is an execution of a UTGBA, that
accepts π = x0x1x2..., then π |= ∧∇(t0).

Proof. Using induction on the size of formulae we prove that

for all formulae φ, if φ ∈ ∇(t0), then π |= φ:

• In the base case we have µ ∈ ∇(t0), where µ is a literal.

�en, according to the algorithm (line 10 of listing 1),

µ ∈ labels (t0). But since π is accepted by e , and by the

de�nitions in section 4.1.1, π |= µ.
• If µ ∧ψ ∈ ∇(t0), then according to the algorithm (line 12

of listing 1) we have {µ,ψ } ∈ ∇(t0). �en, by the induction

hypothesis π |= µ and π |= ψ , and thus π |= µ ∧ψ . �e

cases for µ ∨ψ , ©µ ∈ ∇(t0) are treated similarly.

• If µUψ ∈ ∇(t0), then as mentioned before, we have:

∃j > 0 : ∀ 0 ≤ i < j : ψ ∈ ∇(tj ) and {µ, µUψ } ⊆ ∇(ti )

But based on the induction hypothesis πj |= ψ and

∀ 0 ≤ i < j : πi |= µ. �erefore, based on the semantic

de�nitions in section 3.2, π |= µUψ .
• If φ = ∀v ∈ DExpr · ψ and φ ∈ ∇(t0), then based on our

algorithm, at some point in the creation of t0, φ has been

rewri�en as φ′. �e translation from φ to φ′ is done in

accordance to the semantics given in Section 3: φ ′ will be
either true orψ0 ∧ψ1 ∧ · · · ∧ψn . In the former case, auto-

matically π |= φ′, and in the la�er case, by the induction

hypothesis we have ∀i ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,n} : π |= ψi . �us,

π |= φ′ and since φ and φ ′ are equivalent, π |= φ.
• �e case for φ = ∃v ∈ DExpr · ψ and φ ∈ ∇(t0) is similar

to the above case. In this case, φ′ = µ0 ∨ µ1 ∨ · · · ∨ µn .
(Note that φ′ can not have been rewri�en as false, since

π was accepted by e .) �en, according to the algorithm,

∃i ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,n} : ψi ∈ ∇(t0). But by the induction

hypothesis π |= ψi . �us, π |= φ′ and π |= φ.

�

Lemma 5.5. If e = t0t1t2... is an execution of UTGBAu constructed
for LeeTL formula φ, and accepts a path π , then π |= φ.

Proof. Based on Lemma 5.3, φ ∈ ∇(t0). By Lemma 5.4, π |=
∧∇(t0). As a result, there is π |= φ. �

Let π = x0x1... be a path, then f irst (π ) denotes x0. Additionally,
let φ andψ be two LeeTL formulae, then φ ←→

x
ψ i�:

∀π : ( f irst (π ) = x → (π |= φ ↔ π |= ψ ))

Lemma 5.6. If u is a UbaState or a Uba�anti�erState, let function
conjunctions(u) denotes:∧

u .processed ∧
∧

u .toBeDone ∧
∧

u .quanti�ers∧©
∧

u .next

�en:
(1) During the execution of the expand method with argument

of modelState = x , invoked on UbaState u, when u is split
into states u1 and u2 (lines 21 to 26 of Listing 1) the following
holds:

conjunctions (u) ←→
x

(conjunctions (u1) ∨ conjunctions (u2))

(2) For executions of the continueProcessing method with argu-
mentmodelState = x in which the UbaState is not split, if
the executing UbaState is denoted by u at the start of the
method, and denoted by u ′ exactly before the next call to the
expand method is made, then the following holds:

conjunctions (u) ←→
x

conjunctions (u ′)

(3) During replacing the Uba�anti�erState u by the UbaState
u ′ using rewriting rules, the following holds:

conjunctions (u) ←→
x

conjunctions (u ′)

(4) In an invocation of the �nalize method with argument of
modelState = x , on UbaState u, let t be the (mathematical
representation of the) transition eventually created. �en, the
following holds:

conjunctions (u) ←→
x

(∧
∇(t ) ∧ ©

∧
next (t )

)
Proof. Immediately from Listing 1 and the semantics LeeTL.

�

Let s ∈ S and u be the unexpanded successor of s (as created
in lines 7 and 8 of Listing 3). �en, the descendant transitions of
u for model state x is de�ned to be Ts (x ), i.e. the set of outward
transitions of s for model state x .

Lemma 5.7. If u is an unexpanded successor of a state (i.e. the
values of u .literals , u .next , u .processed, and u .quanti�ers is set to
∅), Ξ is the value ofu .toBeDone , and t0, t1, · · · , tn are the descendant
transitions of u for model state x , then the following holds:

∧
Ξ←→

x

∨
i ∈{0,1, · · · ,n }

(∧
∇(ti ) ∧ ©

∧
next (ti )

)
Additionally, if π is a path, such that f irst (π ) = x and π |=

∧
Ξ,

then ∃i ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,n} : π |= (
∧
∇(ti ) ∧ ©

∧
next (ti )) such that

for each µUψ in ∇(ti ) with π |= ψ ,ψ is also in ∇(ti ).

Proof. �e main claim is proven by induction on the algorithm

using Lemma 5.6, while the additional claim is immediately evident

from the algorithm, speci�cally line 24 of Listing 1, which causes ti
as required to exist. �

Lemma 5.8. If π is a path and t is a transition in UTGBA u
such that π |= (

∧
∇(t ) ∧ ©

∧
next (t )), then u contains a tran-

sition t ′ following t (i.e. t .destination = t ′.source) such that π1 |=
(
∧
∇(t ′) ∧ ©

∧
next (t ′)). Furthermore, if Γ(t ,π ) = {ψ |µUψ ∈

∇(t ) and ψ < ∇(t ) and π1 |= ψ }, then, there is speci�cally a transi-
tion t ′ following t that additionally satis�es that Γ(t ,π ) ⊆ ∇(t ′).

Proof. In the execution of the �nalize method that results in

the creation of t = (s, l ,d ), the value of t .destination.next is as-
sumed for t .destination.unexpandedSuccessor .toBeDone (line 8 of
Listing 3). Since all transitions that follow t for model state �rst (π1)
(i.e. Td (�rst (π1))) are descendant transitions of the state which

addressed by t .destination.unexpandedSuccessor for model state
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�rst (π1), then according to Lemma 5.7, a transition following t , as
required, exists. �

Lemma 5.9. If u is the UTGBA constructed for LeeTL property φ,
q0 isu’s initial state, andTq0 (x ) denotes the set of outward transitions
of q0 for an arbitrary model state x , then the following holds:

φ ←→
x

∨
t ∈Tq

0
(x )

(∧
∇(t ) ∧ ©

∧
next (t )

)
Proof. According to the algorithm, q0.next = φ. �erefore,

in the �nalization stage of q0, q0.unexpandedSuccessor .toBeDone
is set to φ. Since Tq0 (x ) is the set of descendant transitions of

q0.unexpandedSuccessor for model state x , Lemma 5.7 guarantees

the correctness of this lemma. �

Lemma 5.10. If u is the UTGBA constructed for LeeTL property φ,
π is a path such that π |= φ, then there is an execution e in u that
accepts π .

Proof. First, π |=
∨
t ∈T

(
∧
∇(t ) ∧ ©

∧
next (t )) is true based

on Lemma 5.9, where T = Tq0 (�rst (π )) and q0 is the initial state
of u. Also, ∃t ∈ T : π |= (

∧
∇(t ) ∧ ©

∧
next (t )) such that

for each µUψ in ∇(t ) with π |= ψ , ψ is also in ∇(t ). Next, suc-
cessors of t in e can be constructed by repeatedly choosing suc-

cessive transitions in u using Lemma 5.8. �at is, a transition

ti+1 following the current transition ti in u is chosen, such that if

πi satis�es (
∧
∇(ti ) ∧ ©

∧
next (ti )), then πi+1 satis�es formula

(
∧
∇(ti+1) ∧ ©

∧
next (ti+1)), and speci�cally, Γ(t ,πi ) ⊆ ∇(ti+1).

In the case where there exists a µUψ in ∇(ti ) with πi 2 ψ and

πi+1 2 ψ , since πi |= µUψ , there must be a minimal j > i such
that πj |= ψ . However, according to Lemma 5.2, the µUψ formula

is propagated into all successive transitions of ti , until ψ ∈ ∇(tj ).
�us, tj can be chosen such thatψ ∈ ∇(tj ). �

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We developed a case study in two di�erent sizes and model checked

it against di�erent properties to illustrate how e�ectively the pro-

posed approach works. �is case study is a special implementation

of the leader-election problem using the extended version of Re-

beca Language. Rebeca, is an operational interpretation of the

actor model with formal semantics, supported by model checking

tools [16]. Rebeca is designed to bridge the gap between formal

methods and so�ware engineering. �e formal semantics of Rebeca

is a solid basis for its formal veri�cation. Compositional and modu-

lar veri�cation, abstraction, symmetry and partial-order reduction

have been investigated for verifying Rebeca models. �e theory

underlying these veri�cation methods is already established and is

embodied in veri�cation tools [12, 13, 15, 16].

�e implemented leader-election model contains only one type

of actor whichmodels the behavior of a node in a network. Di�erent

nodes of the model are instantiated from this type. A node has a

unique identi�er and the goal of the problem is �nding a leader

node which has the biggest identi�er. In this extension of the model,

communication among nodes takes place by broadcasting.

Using p1 : ∀i ∈ Node · ∀j ∈ Node · (i , j ∧ i .isLeader ) →
¬j .isLeader we addressed that there is at most one leader in each

moment of the system. With the second one, p2 : �^∃n ∈ Node ·

n.isLeader we make sure that there is at least one leader in the

model. So, combining p1 and p2 results in having exactly one

leader in the model. Using p3 : �∀i ∈ Node · ∀j ∈ Node(·j .id >
i .id ∧ i .isLeader ) →
^j .isLeader we addressed how leader is changed during the ex-

ecution of the model and by p4 : �∀i ∈ Node · ∀j ∈ Node(i ,
j ∧ i .isLeader ∧ (^j .isLeader ))
→ j .id > i .id we make sure than none of the nodes can push the

leader to resign.

We developed BlueGrass as a toolset for the model checking

of Rebeca models with dynamic creation feature. LeeTL formulas

together with the Rebeca models are fed into BlueGrass and the

model checking results are reported as its output. �e source code

of the model is accessible from h�p://bitbucket.org/pouria mellati/

bluegrassmodelchecker. �e result of using BlueGrass for the model

checking of the leader-election problem against the four mentioned

properties is present in Table 1.

7 RELATEDWORKS
We are aware of twoworks that have previously a�empted to enable

quanti�cation over model objects in LTL.

Corbe� et. al. in [3] propose Bandera Speci�cation Language

(BSL) for model checking of Java source codes. BSL provides a

mechanism for de�ning universal quanti�cations over instances of

classes. �is was deemed necessary by the authors of BSL, since,

objects are created dynamically in Java programs. �e support for

quanti�cations in BSL is implemented in two steps (we consider the

case where only one quanti�cation variable is used, though more

are possible in BSL):

(1) A statement is injected into the constructor of each class,

that will, non-deterministically, either do nothing or do the

following: �ag the quanti�cation variable as bound and

bind the variable to the instance that is being created.

(2) A given quanti�cation in the form of forall[o : Class] ·
predicate (o) is translated to ¬bound W (bound ∧
predicate (o)).

�e above steps taken together make up the semantics of uni-

versal quanti�cation in BSL. �e di�erence between the work of

[3] and LeeTL is in their formula semantics. For example, formula

f orall[o : Class] · predicate (o) in BSL is interpreted as for each
object o of typeClass ever created, predicate (o) must hold at the time
of creation of o; however, a similar formula ∀o ∈ Class ·predicate (o)
indicates that for each object o of type Class that exists at this state,
predicate (o) must hold at this state, based on the semantics of LeeTL.

�is way, the quanti�ers of BSL only hold meaning when used at

the very beginnings of formulas (this is also re�ected in the syntac-

tic speci�cation of BSL). As a result the quanti�ers of BSL are less

expressive than those of LeeTL’s. For instance, it is impossible to

express LeeTL formula ♦∀p ∈ Person · p.isHappy using quanti�ers

of BSL.

Distefano et. al. in [5] proposed a temporal logic that enables

the speci�cation of properties concerning the allocation and deallo-

cation of entities and the values to which these entities may point.

Inspired by OCL, the logic also supports quanti�cation over entities.

�ey also provided a model checking algorithm for NAllTL. �e

main draw-back of this work was reporting false counter-examples.

http://bitbucket.org/pouria_mellati/bluegrassmodelchecker
http://bitbucket.org/pouria_mellati/bluegrassmodelchecker
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Table 1: Comparing the size of the state space and time consumption in di�erent case studies

Prop Nodes’ Ids Time (sec) Model States BA States Product States

p1
[4, -23, 44] 1 sec 873 2 873

[4, -23, 44, 100] 1.3 min 360K 2 360K

p2
[4, -23, 44] 1 sec 873 3 1.2K

[4, -23, 44, 100] 1.5 min 360K 3 574K

p3
[4, -23, 44] 1 sec 873 5 1.1K

[4, -23, 44, 100] 2.3 mins 360K 6 400K

p4
[4, -23, 44] 2 secs 873 16 2.1K

[4, -23, 44, 100] 3 mins 360K 25 1.2M

�e authors, argue that the problem is not necessarily inherent

in NAllTL. An advantage of our work over NAllTL is that, with

NAllTL, properties need to be checked against a certain type of

automata, called HABA. �is way, it is necessary for the seman-

tics of modeling languages to be de�ned in terms of HABA. Even

with the required semantics, converting models into HABA is not a

straightforward task as certain issues must be avoided by adopting

work-arounds including so called “duplication” and “streching”.

Furthermore, the model checking algorithm needs to be adjusted

to support HABA and NAllTL. In contrast, the only requirement

imposed by our work is the ability of performing query over the

set of active objects of states.

A major strength of NAllTL and HABA is that in some cases

HABA can be used for modeling of systems in which an in�nite

number of objects, using �nite automata. �is way, in�nite state

space of these types of systems can be model checked using �nite

automata. Our work does not support this feature.

In addition to these works, there are some a�empts at using

LTL like properties for programs and models with dynamic object

creation. Iosif and Sisto in [11] proposed a notation for property

speci�cation in Java codes. Although their approach is developed

for Java and Java supports dynamic object creation, their proposed

syntax and semantics does not support object creations. Instead,

they proposed writing precondition/postcondition like properties

for methods of objects to examine properties of created objects.

�ere is also work on enriching LTL with existential and univer-

sal variable quanti�ers, proposed by Song and Wu in [17]. From

the syntax point of view, this work is very close to LeeTL. However,

authors addressed variables with in�nite values using existential

and universal variable quanti�ers not the objects of the model, as

we did in LeeTL.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose LeeTL, a new temporal logic that supports

quanti�cations over model objects. Currently, support for both of

the modeling and property speci�cation of dynamic object-based

systems, i.e. those in which, during the execution of the system

(dynamically), new objects are created or the web of relationships

between actors is manipulated, is less than satisfactory. Using

LeeTL, it is also possible to traverse the web of references between

objects to access to speci�c variables during property speci�cation.

To this end, we de�ned a semantic framework for the state spaces

which must be supported by them to be able to model checked

against LeeTL formulas. Given an LeeTL formula, we showed that

who Unaccepting Transition-based Generalized Büchi Automaton is

created and how the existing büchi automata based model checking

toolsets is used to support LeeTL model checking.

We also extended the model checking toolset of Rebeca to sup-

port LeeTL to illustrate the applicability of this approach. To this

end, we extended Rebeca Language to support dynamic actor cre-

ation and we implemented some case studies using the new features.

As a result, beside providing support for realtime and probabilistic

models, a modeler can use Rebeca family toolset to develop his

actor-based models which have dynamic behaviors.
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